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STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Support pivot wheels

Hydraulic lateral brush 
with lifting cylinder

Mechanical adjustment of the roller height 
according to its wear 

Roller hydraulic engine 

Brush with PPL rings Ø 600 mm

Dust control and suppression kit equipped 
with a 12V pump and a 300 L tank

DIN type attachment plate 
with mechanical orientation

Parking feet

Hydraulic orientation

OPTIONAL FEATURES

codice 
5360010

codice 
5360050

codice 
5360100



Dust control and suppression kit equipped 
with a 12V pump and a 100 L tank 

Skid loader attachment

Pair of led side marker lights Pair of working lights

Wheel loader attachment 

DIN plate attachment gr. 3

Three-point hitch lifting attachment 
for tractors

Telescopic attachment Front collection box with hydraulic 
discharge system 

code 5360890

code 5360080

code 5360060

code 5360160

code 5360781

code 5360800

code 5360790

code 5360770

code 5360880
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Main features
Front sweeper completely made of steel metal sheets, frame in tubular steel sheets with high technical features, upper protection in 
polyethylene and adjustable PVC splashguard tarpaulin. The sweeping roller is equipped with mixed PPL/steel interchangeable rings. Pivoting 
wheels with adjustable support, very useful to manage the pressure of the brushes on the roller and to check wear out process.

Mode of operation
Hydraulically driven by means of a hydraulic engine installed on the sweeper. 

Power supply
By means of the hydraulic system available on the vehicle (min. 30 L – 90 bar). 

Standard features
DIN 76060 A/B plate attachment, hydraulic orientation, brushes in steel /PPL, parking feet.

Optional Features
Pair of jointed wheels, PVC splashguard tarpaulin with adjustable support, pair of LED side marker lights, pair of working lights, front lifting 
attachment for agricultural tractors, rear lifting attachment for agricultural tractors, backhoe loaders and wheel loader attachment, skid 
loader attachment.
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